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• 26. QUESTION OF THE CREATION OF AN 
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF THE 
EDUCATIONAL CINEMA AT ROllE : 
REFERENCE TO THE AGENDA COMMIT· 
TEE OF THE PROPOSAL MADE BY THE 
ITALIAN DELEGATION. 

The President : 

Trii'Mlation.: 'You will remember that at 
yesterday aftl>rnoon's meeting I said that I might 
have some suggestions to put forward concerning 
the Italian delegation's request that the question 

• 

o'f the creation of an International Institute of 
the Educational Cinema at Rome should be placed 
on the agenda of the session. 

The delegations have now had an opportunity 
of studying the text of the proposal submitted 
by Count Cippico, which was distributed this 
morning. I do not think that, in the circumstances, 
th,.re is any need to read it now. 

I therefore propose, in conformity with the 
Rules of Procedure, that the A.ssl'mbly should 
refer this request to the Agenda Committee, and 
ask the latter to report on it as soon aa possible. 

If no one baa anything to say, I shall regard my 
proposal 113 adopted. (Adopted.)_ 

27. - QUESTION OF THE INCLUSION IN THE 
AG&~DA OF THE ASSEliBLY OF .THE 
FOLLOWLVG QUESTIONS: (a) WORK OF 
THE CONFERENCE OF PRESS EXPERTS: 
(b) WORK OF THE INTEIL'UTIONAL 
CONFERENCE FOR THE CREATION OF 
AN INTERNATIONAL RELIEF UNION : 
LETTER FROM THE ACTil~G PRESIDE.~T 
OF THE COUNCIL. 

The President : 

Translation : His Excellency M. Villegas, Acting 
President of the Council, has sent me a letter, 
dated September 7th, 1927, which I will now . 
read to the Assembly : 

"The Council of the League of Nations, 
at a meeting held on September 2nd, 1927, 
adopted a resolution regarding the recent 
Conference of Press Expertl! which contains . 
the following provisions : ' The Council com· 
municates to tho Assembly the resolutions 
of the Conference, and requestl! it to include 
in the budget of the Organisation for Com
munications and 'l'ransit the supplementary 
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credit nOOI'ssary for the enqu~es ~nd other 
work entnilNI by tb!'8e resol·ltJOns. . 

" On &ptember 3rd, 1927, the Council also 
adopted a n>sol•ltion regarding the work .of the 
Intt>rnational Conference f~r the . creation . of 
an International Relief Umon which. cont~ns 
the following provision : ' Tbf:' Council demdes 
to communicate to the Assembly the results 
of that Conference with a, view to future 
consideration by the latter. 

" In communicating to the Ass11mbly the above 
del.'isions of the Couneil, I have th11 honour 
to n>quest the Assembly to consider_ whether 
they should be placed on the agenda of the present 
ordinary session of the Assembly. 

(Signed) VILLEGAS, . 
.A cling President of the CouiU'il." 

The Council has submitted two new questi~ns 
for inclusion in the agenda of the .Present ses~10n 
of the Assembly. In order to a.vm~ loss of time, 
I propose that in accordance '1\"lth precedent, 
the Assembly ~hould refer thl' Council's ~m
munication inmlediately to the Agenda Comtmttee, 
requesting the latter to submit suggestions as 
soon as possible. 

If no one has any objection· to raise, I shall 
regard my proposal as adopted. (.Adopted.) _ 

28. - REPORT ON THE \l'ORK OF THE_ 
COl.iXCIL A..''D THE SECRETARIAT : CON
TIXUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. 

ne Presidf'nt : 

Tramlatioft : The next item on the agenda 
is the continuation of the general discussion on the 
report oa the work of the Council, on the work. 
of the Secretariat and on the measures taken 
to execute the decisions of the Assembly. 

His Excellency M. Urrutia, first delegate of 
Colombia, will address the Assembly. 

II. Urrutia (Colombia) : 

Translatioft: llr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men- One of the most important questions 
placed by the Council on thP agenda of the present 
lle88ion of the Assembly and appearing in the 
Secretary-General's report in undoubtedly the 
worlr:. of the Committee of ExJI('rts for the 
Progreasivfl Codification of International Law. 

Owing to its intrinsic importance and universal 
interest, particularly at the present time, and 
by reason of its intimate association with the ain18 
of the League as enunciated in the Preamble 
to the Covenant, this question of the codification 
of international law at present occupies a foremost 
]10Bition in the minds of the civilised nations. 

At its last session in Paris, the Inter-Parlia
mentary Union drew attent.ion to the urgent 
need for codification, being of opinion that it 
might aerve to ·eliminate the flagrant injustice 
and the numerous ambiguities attaching to 
international law at the present day, and might 
offer a sure and generally accepted basis for the 
aettlement of international disputes, thereby 
promoting the anpreme interests of peace. 

The codification of international Jaw may 
be de&cribed by some u an attempt to embody 
the principles of international jWitice in concrete 
rnlea, or 81 the perfecting of international Jaw ; 
or again it may imply, in the view of certain 
autlwritiea - and perhaps rightly eo - the 
n>coastruction of international law. However 

that may be, the. fact remains that the movement 
an~wers to a umversal nee~. . - , ~ 

This need was made glarmglf man~est durmg 
the tragic days of the World W\f, whiC)l seemed 
well on the way to destroy the J:?atenal bases _ 
of an ancient civilisation ~nd Wlt~ them. the
essential principles of mo!alitY: and mte!nat10nal 
Jaw It is a need that 18 daily becommg more 
in,iained in the popular mind .. A. strong reac~ion 
ba; set in against methods ~f v10lonce, and a f1r.m 
conviction exists that nothing but. a sys~m b.uilt 
on )a\\ and order is proof agamst dL~ru_ption. 

One of the main obligations laid down m the 
Covenant is ·• the firm establishment of the 
understandin~ .o~ intl'rnational Jaw as the actual 
rule of conduct among Governments:•. ll~any 
of these" understandini(S ",however, are ill-defined 
and have never been sanctioned by general 
acceptance ; the Covenant therefore .contem_plated 
subsequent action by the League With a v1ew to 
achieving this result. 

In setting up the Permanent Court of. ~nterna
tional Justice, the League has already reahsed one 
of the greatest ideals embodied in the Covona~t, 
but this achievement has only served to emphas18e 
the nf:'ed for establishing international Jaws. The 
Committee of Jurists which met at The Hague in 
1920 to frame the draft Statuti:' of the Court rightly 
recommended the resumption of the work of 
codifieation begun before the war by the 
Hague Conference. International justice cannot 
hope to progress exeept by following in the steps 
and seeking the light of international Jaw. 

In 1924, the League Assembly, realising its 
dutif:'S and actin~ as the faithful interpreter of that 
universal aspiration to which I have referred, 
adopted a resolution, which some thought inade
quate but which was undoubtedly very important, 
concerning the progressive codification of 
international Jaw. · 
- Last June, M. Zaleski, the Polish Minister for 

Foreign Affairs, submitted to the Council a report 
setting forth clearly the scope and o~jects of. t~e 
Assembly's resolution and the effect gtven to 1t m 
practice, as shown more particularly by the 
publication of the admirable reports framed by the 
Committee of Experts. The Council, at the same 
session, associated itself with M. Zaleski in praising 
the zeal, accuracy and competence with which the 
Committee had performed its difficult task. 

L too, feel that I am doing no more than my 
dutv in acknowledging our indebtedness to the 
Committee. · Its work was both scientific and 
practical ; it kept in view the different al!pects of the 
questions submitted to it; it availed itself of the 
important studies carried on outside the League, · 
and in certain matters, such as the exploitation of 
the products of the sea, established the fundamental 
bases for general and regional organisation. Thl'l 
Committee was, however, subjected to criticism 
on the grounds ot undue timidity and conservatism 
in regard to questions such as those concerning 
territorial waters and on account of its opposition to 
certain measures already established in current 
practice and to certain tendencies that apparently 
prevail in international law. · 

On the other hand, it must be admitted that the 
Committee's sagacity and moderation are likely to 
inspire confidence in States which might view 
drastie reforms with some apprehension. 

The Council saw fit to leave the Assembly to 
decide how the work begun in 1924 could best be 
carried on. The Assembly is in possession of all 
the data - including the valuable proposals 
contained in the Committee of Experts' report to 
the Council - which it requires as a basis for 
disCUIIKion and for framing resolutions regarding 1 

this matter. 
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• Suggestions and definite proposals will certainly 
bee submitted when the question comes up for 
discussion before the First Committee of the 
Assembly, and, the ~mbian delegation will 
state its views m due course. Fol' the moment, 
1 will confine myself to{) a few general l't'marka. 

The problem before the Assembly is so vast, 
so complex and of so universal a character that, 
in order ro estimate it and find a proper solution, 
it is essential to bear in mind aU the factors, both 
within thE' League and outside it~ which already 
contribute or may in future contribute rowards 

'the desired end. -
Even oofore the Leagttl' rook up the matter, 

and again later, while this wol) .was proceeding, 
the question of the codification of international 
law had been extensively studied, and the League 
should be able to derive substantial IH!sistance 
from these previons efforts. 

It would take too long ro enumerate all these 
various studies, which WE're instituted by big 
scientific associations, by semi-political, semi· 
scientific bodies, such as the Inter-Parliamentary 
Union, by distinguished private individuals versed 
in the science of international relations or by the 
collective offil'ial efforts of groups of States. 

AP. regards this last category, the efforts of 
the American States to secure the codification 
of public and private international law were 
begun more than a century 1tgo. Proposals on 
the subject were outlined at the Congress summoned 
in 1826 by Bolivar, at that time President of 
Colombia, ro whom M. Villegas, the .Acting 
Prl'sident of the Co{lnncil, paid a well-merited 
tribute in his opening speech to this Assembly. 

These efforts have been pursued with energy 
and determination during the last five decades. 
They resulted in very important international 
agreements, such as the agreement on private 
international law signed at Montevideo in 1889, 

1 in the pltCts and resolutions of the Pan-American 
Confel't'nce, in special conferences and studies 
such as those of - the American Institute of 
International I.aw, · and, lastly, in schemes 
embodying the knowledge and experience of 
eminent jurists. . 

The fifth Pan-American Conference, which met 
at Santiago de Chile in 1923, decided, in order 
ro give alresh impetus t.o the work of codification 
of international law, which had· been suspended 
during the war, to reorganise the Committee of 
Jurist-s set up by the Third Conference at Rio 
de Janeiro, so that the codifiration of public 
international law should be gradual and progressive 
and based upon a draft submitted ro the fifth 
International Conference by the Chilian delegate, 
M. Alejandro Alvarez, and entitled " The 
Codification of International Law in America ". 

The meeting of the Cong!.'t'sS of Jurists at Rio 
de Janeiro this year was thus the immediate 
outcome of the decisions of the fifth Pan-American 
Conference. 

The work at Rio de Janeiro, however, was 
preceded by long scientific preparation. AP. far 
back as 1912, M. Epitacio Pes_soa, the Brazilian 
jurut, submitted to the first Assembly of Jurists 

· at Rio a draft on public international law, while 
• his colleague, M. Rodrigul'z Pereira, presented 

a draft concerning private -international law. On 
the same occasion, M. Alvarez submitted his work 
on the codification of international law. 

These various efforts are evidence of a progressive 
spirit and a desire not only ro codify international 
law but ro reconstruct it and bring it into harmony 
with new international conditions. 

I may perhaps be allowed ro outline the results 
of the last Congress of Jurists at Rio de Janeiro . 

. Owing to its intrinsic importanoo and to the fact 
• 

that the jurists taking part in its work were the 
official delegates of the American States, this 
Congress constitutes an offirial collective effort 
in the interests of intl'rnational law- an eifort 
which, on the one hand, does honour to the 
Americnn Republics and testifies ro their progressive 
spirit and their devotion to the principles of justice 
and, on the other hand, represents the most 
important contribution hitherto made by any group 
of Rtates to the ·work of codifying general 
internat.ional law. 

The Committee of Jurists at Rio adopted twelve 
draft Conventions on public internationl\l law, • 
as well as a draft general Convention on private 
internR.tional law. · 

The Conventions on public international law 
related to the following questions : the fundamental 
bases of international law, States, the pacific 
settlement of international disputes, treaties, 
maritime neutrality, the status of aliens, diplomatic 
agents, consular agents, asylum, the duties of 
States in casE' of civil WRJ", the nchange of 
publications, the interchange ot professors and 
students. 

The object of these various drafts, wbirh will 
be submitted ro the sixth Pan-American 
Conference at Havana in January next, is to 
define the fundamental bases of international 
law and ro determine ita sources and authorities 
and the rnlea for its interpretation. 

From this point of view, by far the most 
interesting drafts are nndoubtedly those relating 
to the fundamental bases of international law 
and States ; the latter comprises certain vital 
questions. such n.s the recognition of new States 
and new Governments. 

In the main it may be said that the drafts on 
international law framed at Rio are based on the 
following great principles of international law, 
which have been proclaimed and defend(>d from 
all time by the :\merican States and incorporated 
by most of those .,taws in their internal legislation. 
Those principles are the absolute independence 
and unrestricted internal HOVereignty of every 
State, subjl'ct ro modifications arising out of 
voluntarily concluded treaties ; political equality 
as between States : thl' duty of solidarity and 
special international co-operation between the 
'3tates of the New World, whirh, far from 
excluding the States of other continents, implies 
the establishment of closer tie~ with them : the 
l'qualitv of civil rights as between nationals and 
aliens, 'etc., etc. 

The general draft convention on private 
international law framed by the Cuban jurist, 
Antonio Sanchel'! de BustamR.nte, was based on 
the folio" ing principles : the jtUI '''li determines 
the nationality of individuals ; their " personal 
legal status " is dl'termined by the test of domicile ; 
juridical persons owe their existence solely ro 
the law of the country sanctioning them and 
are therefore neither nationals nor aliens : the 
recognised jurisdiction is that of the conntry 
where the contract is fulfilled, etc. The acceptance 
of these principles wonld, in the opinion of the 
jurists at Rio, constttutP. a rel\l reconstruction 
of private international law. 

Alt.hough the Rio drafts were framed in an 
eminently American spirit and in the light of 
circumstances and conditions peculia-r to the • 
States of the New World, this does not mean 
that their learne'l authors, or the jurists who 
discussed and adopted them, intended to{)· establish 
a body of intRrnational Jaw different from -
still less r~nflictin~ with - that of the European 
State~. On the contrary, I think I may say that 
the jurists at Rio, when voicing the ideas of the 
Governments they represented, wure anxious to 
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to-opE'rate in the universal task of perfecting, 
codifying and reconstructing international ~w. 
Anv now principles disoovel't'd in these ConventiOns 
sho'uld bfl regarded as proposals submitted by 
the 8tatt'l8 of the New World to other Statt'IS, 
with a view t~ securing their introduction into 
unin>rsa.l inrernational law. These ifleas had 
all't'ady beE-n enun~iated ~y public. men a;0d 
pmil'lent writers on mternational law 10 America 
and are in complete harmony with the categorical 
di'Clarations made on the subject by the fourth 
Pan-American Conft>renre at nuenos Aires. 

• When speaking of the codification of inter
national law before this Assembly, it is impossible 
to forget the eminent Sllrvices rendered uninter
ruptedly for more than half a ct>n~ry to. the 
tause of the evolution and progress ofmternational 
law by the patient and enlightened work of the 
Institute of International Law, which was founded 
in 1873 and whose motto hWI always been " Pro 
jtlllilill rl ptlt'€ ". Experta on international law 
in the different continents have taken part in the 
work of this Institute, and some of its illustrious 
members have been heard at the Peace Confer
ences, the Hague Court of Arbitration and the 
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

The Institute's publications and recommenda
tions are a valuable and trustworthy source 
of information to all who desire to ascertain what 
was, at any given moment, the reliabh.• expression 
of the conscience of the civilised world on specific 
qul'@tions relating to international law. The work 
of the Institute has been, and still is, primarily 
scientific in character and, up t~ a certain point, 
is connected with international politics. It ·is, 
however. a valuable faetor in the framing of 
positive international laws. There is perhaps 
no single important question of international law 
that bas not been thoroughly studied and discussed . 
by the Institute at it11 annual sessions, which now 
ex~d forty in number. 

Certain resolutions adopted by the Institute . 
have bad to be revised owing to changed conditions : 
and the constant evolution of international law. · 
A mere list of the Institute's committees and of · 
the questions studied during recent years will : 
snffice to show the vital character and the value · 
of the Institute's contribution towards the 
codification and reconstruction of international 
law. Let me quote the following : the international 
responsibility of the State for damage caused 
on i~ ~r:rltory to persons and property, nationality, 
con~ilia~on procedure, the extension of compulsory 
arbitration and the compulsory jurisdiction of 
the Permanent Court of International Justice, 
navigation on the hi~h seas, arbitral procedure, 
d~ft rej!:ulations relating to territorial .waters, 
diplomatic and consular immunities, -immunities 
to . be gra1_1ted to persons discharging functions 
of mternational r.oncern, international air navie.a
tion. ahipping regulations in maritime poits · 
the codification of international law. . ' 

It 1l'ill ~ see~ that ~om~ of these questions,
au~~ as nationa~ty. kmtonal warel'IJ, diplomatic 
pnvil~gea and llllmunitits, the responsibility o~ 
the State for damage cau~~t.d on its territory 
were ~xamintd simultan<-ously by the Leagu~ 
Co~ttee of F.xpt-rts, the Institute of Inter
natJonal Law and the Committee of Jurists 
at _Rio de .J~~tiro. 11_1stead of r•garding thue 
vanoUB acbVIbea as ~~;olared and indq>endent 
e~dtavours, we muRt brio~ th<-m into harmony 
wtth one anothtor and Ul!e thtm for the attainm~;nt 
of one common obj1 ct. 

The resultll achit.v(d ouuide the League in no 
way dt~act from the high muit of the work 
ftCC'Omplu,hul at 0. neva (or the c:>odification uf 
international law, t<JK.Cially ae the 1-tague is not 

• 
onlv endeavouring to promote,- but has already. 
promoted, with increasing success, the progress~ve 
codification of special subjects, through inter
national Conferences COilj"Pned under its auspices 
and through the Conventions "resulting from 
those C-onferences. · 

The Conventions on communications and transit, 
on navigallle waterways of international concern, 
on maritime ports, on slavery and others I might 
name represent an important contribution towards 
the progressive codification of international law. 
The international conciliation and arbitration 
Conventions which the l-eague encourages so 
vigorously constitute to-day a valuable worldwide 
system of moroJ links so powerful that it is no 
exaggeration · to say that the principle of 
international conciliation and .arbitration has 
become a sort of universal law arising out of an 
international consensus of opinion. Nor must 

' we forget international labour le¢slation, which 
protects thE" once neglected interests of the working 
classes and serves to consolidate the valuable 
progress achieved in the matter of social reform. 

The League of Nations has successfully continued 
the fruitful work of the two Hague Conferences, 
where, to quote the words of our lamented and most -
eminent colleague, Leon Bourgeois, " the heart-beat 
of humanity was first felt". The Hague 
Conferences will go down to history as the first 
universal effort to codify international law. The 
fact that these glorious acts, which instituted 
arbitration, condemned all barbarous methods 
of warfare, sought to protect defenceless populations, 
wounded combatants and prisoners, and reasserted 
the principle of respect for the dead - the fact . 
that on dark occasions those acts were abjured · 
is of but little moment. They will stand for ever 
as the expression of the thoughts and aspirations 
of the civilised world. . 

This, then, is the problem before the Assembly : 
How is the League to carry on effectively and 
with universal approval the great work it has 
undertaken in the interests of international law, 
work which baa found its expression in its acts 
and in the studies of the Committee of Experts, 
on which more than thirty States have already 
pronounced an opinion ! 

In the light of past achievements, inaction 
would be equivalent to retrogression., and for 
the League would mean a failure to fulfil its most 
imperative duty .. The League haa contributed 
towards the strengthening of international justice, 
and has created the Permanent Court to administer 
"it; as a natural corollary, it remains for it to 
define and perfect law, which is the inseparable 
companion of justice, and to secure its application, 
wherever this is necessary to regulate the life 
of the States. 

The definition of law, the strengthening of 
justice and the maintenance of peace are the aims 
of our institution, but the project is so vast that 
to carry it out we must avail ourselves of all the 
efforts made, even outside the League, to attain 
this end. To co-ordinate these efforts, to harmonise 
and group them together, as is quite feasible 
in such a task as the codifying of international 
law, would be to render a great service to humanity.· 
M. Briand, the eminent first delegate of Francet 
when speaking a few days ago before the 
Inter-Parliamentary Union on the need for 
educating the public in regard to certain problems 
of international politics, said : " What we have 
to do is to establish the peace of the world on· 
a legal basis, to make a legal reality of international 
solidarity, which is already apparent in fact as 
a physical reality. The task is sufficiently difficult 
to require the energetic co-operation of all 
concerned. " · 
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, Endorsing M. Briand's · words and applying 

tJ!em to the progressive codification of international 
law, we would repeat: "the task is sufficiently 
difficult to require tJ!e energetic co-operation 
of all concern~d ". 

It will be for the Assembly, in the course of 
its coming debates, to find some formula which 
shall ensure this energetic co-operation, and I 
am sure that, conscious of its world-wide mission 
of civilisation, the Assembly will find such a 
formula, if it seeks it in the lofty and generous 
conception of international solidarity and of the 
benefits to be derived from consolidating and 
extending the empire of law and justice and 
perpet~ting the reign of pea~e.,. 

The President : 

Tramlation : M. Moltesen, first · delegate of 
Denmark, will address the Assembly. 

Ill. Moltesen .(Denmark) : 

Tramlation : Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men- It is a pleasure to me to add my 
congratulations to those already addressed to 
the Secretariat and the technical organs .of the 
League. 

The story is told of a young Danish peasant 
who once bought a plot of land and built a house 
for himself and his wife. All the wiseacres told 
him it was a bad stroke of business, but he replied : 
" I have the sun on all sides, the land is well drained, 
and what ill more, I am right in the middle of the 
world. " . 

The Secretariat of the League seems to me 
to be in a similar position, and, provided that 
those directing its activities retain the same 
optimism and the same good fortune as the Danish 
peasant in the story, the Secretariat and its organs 
can count on an auspicious and untroubled future. 
· The Danish Government "and the whole nation 
follow the League's work with the keenest interest. 
Every setback, every check, casts a gloom over 
the whole country. · 

We earnestly pray for the day when the whole 
world will come to perceive that it is in the interests 
of every State to co-operate under the auspices 
of the League, and when men will realise that 
nations are like individuals, and that the prosperity 
of one spells the prosperity of all. 

We are gratified to note that during the past 
year the League has successfully dealt with and 
found a solution for fl whole series of important 
problems. .· 

Denmark hails with special satisfaction the 
preparatory work of the Committee of Experts 
on the Progressive Codification of International 
Law. This work is essential if the activities of 
the League- and of the Permanent Court are to , 
be established on a permanent and solid basis 
of unequivocal justice. It constitutes, moreover, 
one of the principal factors in the maintenance 
of peace. . · 

It is Denmark's earnest desire that this work 
shall be pursued as vigorously as possible and we 
trust that the discussions of this Assembly will 
ensure its being continued in the form best 
calculated to secure the attainment of the lofty 
aim in view. 

In this connection I might also mention the 
efforts made in the past year to strengthen the 
action of the League under Art1cles 11 and 16 
of the Covenant. These questions are of vital 
interest to all the Members of the Leag11e. and are 
questions to which the Danish Government has 
always attached the greatest importance. . 

• 

\ 

I need only remind you of the draft amendments 
to Article 16 which the Danish Government, 
in conjunction with the other Northern countries, 
submitted to the Assembly in 1921, and the,~ 
principles for the application of that article which 
were unanimously adopted by the Assembly, 

· and which constitute the most important 
contribution towards its interpretation. 
. There are two other questions on which I should 

like to dwell. The first is the Health Organisation, 
the continuous progress of which must be a cause 
of legitimate satisfaction to all the Members o( 
the League. The second is the International 
Economic Conference which met at Geneva under 
the League's auspices from May 4th to 23rd, 1927. 
We regarded the convening of that Conference 
as a most important step, and consider that the 
work done there was most satisfactory in every 
way. It would be an excellent thing if this Assembly 
could decide upon a means of carrying on the 
work so successfully begun by the Conference. 

I have referred so far to questions which fully 
warrant our optimism as regards the present 
position and the future of the League. Truth 
requires me, however, to mention also problems 
for which the desired solution has unfortunately 
not yet been found. I am thinking now mainly 
of the reduction of armaments. 

The country which I have the honour to 
represent here has not adopted any particular 
standpoint regarding this question. The smaller 
States, it must be remembered, have the same 
interest as the big States in maintaining their 
security and independence. I can assure you 
that Denmark is prepared, for her part, to make 
any sacrifices that the League might be justified 
in demanding from her as regards this special 
issue. 

. At the same time, 'Vie must not lose sight of 
the fact that Article 8 of the Covenant imposes 
a general obligation to reduce armaments,· and 
that by the very fact of our entry into the League 
we have all, great and small alike, pledged our 
honour individually to comply with the under
takings to which we have subscribed. · 

The enthusiasm with which the Assembly 
adopted the Geneva Protocol in 1924 still has power 
to move me, and I accordingly listened yesterday 
with the greatest interest to the sJIC('ch of the first 
delegate of the Netherlands. \\' e shall doem it an 
honour to aasociate ourselves with the principles 
of his draft resolution. 

On September 24th, 1926, the Assembly adopted 
two resolutions, requesting the Council to convene 
a Conference on the reduction of armaments before 
the eitzhth ordinary session of the As~l'mbly, unless 
matl'rial difficulties rendered this impossible, and, 
should this. be the ease, to summon a special 
Conference on the .supervision of the private 
manufacture of auns. ' 

Neither of these Conferences, however, has been 
convened since the last Assembly met. I venture 
to hope that, after the necessary· preparation, we · 
shall succeed in the near future in approaching 
the solution of this problem, which is perhaps 

·one of the most important with which. the 
League baa to deal. 

This Assembly, in my view, rannot pass over 
the question in ~ilence. 

We have assumed a re~ponsibility before • 
mankind. We cannot stand calmly by and watch 
the whole world being plunged again into the 
throes of an armaments struggle, with the danger 
of a world war in the near future- a war already 
predicted by eminent statesmen and generals, 
who have even foretold the date of its outbreak. 

More discussions on paper and in rnmmittee 
will not suffice. The world wants deeds. 

• 
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1 oonnot and will not bt>lit>ve, however. that 
the so-calll'Ci failure of our effortl! for the redurti?n 
of armam~>nta has act.ually produced a pamc. 

<.. The uutllltiou has hitherto been studied more 
pnrtieularlv from the pl\l'lllV military angle : we 
ought. pt'rhaps, to examine 'it from the economic 
and political, the purely ciyil s~ndp~int,_ while 
proool'Ciing with our toohmcal lDVestJgatiOns. 

It might perhaps be possible at this stage to 
uoortain e:~.actly what are the reasons for plll!t 
failures aa regards the reduction of armament& 
end to discover some more successful method 
of dt>aling with such obstacles. I will not stop 
now to consider certain proposals that have been 
put forward. I simply wish to try to make the 
Assembly rt>alise how essential it is to-day that 
we should find some way out of this impasYf. 

I might mention other considerations which 
may partly explain why we have not obtained 
the resulta that we should perhaps have been 
able to obtain and for which we had hoped. I 
rt>gret that certain States are still not MemberR 
of the League and that the efforts made through 
the League to obtain the adhesion of the United 
Stat('ll of America to the Permanent Court of 
International Justice at The Hagne · have not 
proved successful. 

Nevertheless, despite these negative results, 
the Ll'ague is still a factor that counta, a factor 
that cannot be iguored by non-1\lember States. 
Ita infln«>nce is continually on the increase, for 
it embodies an ideal that has been cherished 
by tht> noblest minds for centuries. The League 
has now found allies in t>Conomic and industrial 
sphert>s and in all the smaller States which, let 
us hope, may serve -to quote the simile of an 
English statesman- as the consecrated vessels 
in which the Divinity dispenses the sacred wine. 

The President : 

Tromlatioft: M. Adatci, head of the Japanese 
delegation, will address the Assembly. . 

M. Adatt'i (Japan): 

Tromloli"ff: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen 
- I must finlt of all claim the indulgence of the 
Assembly on account of the lateness of the hour 

· and also for my very imperfect knowledge of the 
Fn>~ch language. I shall not detain you long. 

S10ce the last session of the Assembly, the 
~e has done most fruitful work in several 
directio1111. It baa displayed untiring energy in 
tryi~g to solve, to tht> fullest extent at present 
Jl088!ble, all the difficulties we encounter in the 
economic, political and cultural fiehls. . 

An International. Economic Conference was 
held here, aa you know, in .JIIay last. The 
preparatory w:ork for it waa done most carefully 
and systt>matirally, and even States which are 
not Mo>mbe~ of the ~agul' sent delegates and 
took an active share 10 the proceedings. The 
f'-onferenc waa held under the presidency of 
the eminent Belgian statesman M. Theunis: 
After _comprehensive and exhaustive debates, 
~lntio1111 were Pll68ed which are of verv great 
IIDportance, especially in matte\"8 of trade and 
eommf"r~. I am convinced that the practical 
apphcabon of the principles embodied in these 
l'l't!Oiution• •ill mark the dawn of a new era in 
the economic life of the world. 

Ec<momic forces are a vital factor whether 
for the !"aiotenance of peace or as a ca~e of war. 
All natiollll earne~~tly hope for an era or world 
peace after the turmoil and difficulties of recent 
years, bot that hope is deemed to disappoinf:plent 

unless international et'onomic relations are • 
established on a basis of order and equity. • 

Every one of us must therefore spare no efiort 
to ensure that the rec0111mendat.ions embodied 
in the maturely considered resolutions of the 
Economic Conference · should be adopted by 
Government&, with a view to introducing a more 
equitable regulation of economic forces and so 
estllblishing on a firm basis the principle of 
international co·operation in the economic field. 

Ever since the foundation of the J..eague, the 
Government and the nation of Japan have urged 
the need of working to carry into effect the 
principle of eqnit:j.ble treatment of commerce, 
which is sol em~ .inscribed in Article 23 . of the 
Covenant. For this purpose we have on several 
occll.'!ions submitted concrete proposals, more 
especially with reference to the treatment of 
foreigners and a suitable definition of coasting 
trade. · · 

I need hardly say,. therefore, that we attach 
great importance to" the application of the 
resolutions which the Economic Conference adopted, 
after mature consideration, and for that reason 
our delegation wishes to study the delicate problem 
of modifying, as far as may prove necessary, 
the Economic Organisation of the League. 

. The. League has also attacked with renewed 
vigour· the arduous and complex problem of the 
limitation and reduction of armaments. In spite 
of all the unavoidable difficulties presented by 
a question which is of such wide scope and of 
capital importance for the peace of the world, 
the Preparatory Commission on Disarmament 
undertook the task of preparing a draft Convention. 
This draft was adopted at the first reading, but · 
still contains many contentious points. There 
is nothing in this circumstance, however, at which 
we should be either surprised or discouraged. 

As has often been said, and rightly, the 
problem is too vast and too complex to solve 
in . a short time. Here again, as in all human 
enterprises of great moment, patience, perseverance 
and the helping hand of time are necessary. 

If the J.eague could achieve even a modest 
result in a question of sur.h peculiar intricacy 
and such paramount importance, it would have 
justified its existence and greatly strengthened 
ita position in the world ; for even a partial 
accomplishment of the task would bring relief, 
morally, politically and financially, and would 
t·hll8 powerfull~· contribute to the maintenance 
of peace among nations. 

The position of Japan in the question of 
disarmament is cl«>ar and well-defined. We ardently 
desire that the ruinoll8 competition in armament& 
should be checked and that a real reduction be 
effected, a. reduction to the strict minimum 
essential for national security and the discharge 
of international obligatio1111, since the existence 
of armaments on a large scale always involves 
the risk of an appeal to arms for the settlement 
of any differences which may arise between nations. 

On more than one occasion, both in the 
Preparatory Commission ·on Disarmament and 
during the Conference recently held here, our 
Government clearly expressed its opinion as to 
the need for a reduction in armaments and as 
to the procedure which should be followed to 
a~hieve this end. We can safely promise our 
smcere and loyal collaboration in all effective 
work which the League might undertake in this 
direction. 
Unde~ the . auspices of the League, and in 

conform1ty ~th. the resolution adopted by the 
Assembly at 1ts fifth ordinary session, a Conference 
of Press Expe:rts waa held at Geneva after full 
and careful freJ?aration, Througq this' Conference 
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many well-known· editors of newspapers and 
ll.eads of news agencies from all countries of the 
world were brought together, and were thus able 
for the first tilpe to stusly in common questions of 
importance to the Press, whose influence for the 
peaceful evolution of the world it would be 
impossible to over-estimate in these davs. 

If P"!lblic opinion rules supreme to-day, the 
Press 18 undoubtedly its most powerful and 
influential~ agpnt. The work of the League and 
the extension of its beneficent activities depPnd 
essentially on the support it receives from the 
enlightened public opinion of all civilised countries 
The immense task of enlighte,ning public opinio~ 
~nd of bringing the tlit6 of eviPJ'> country to work 
together for international concord belongs to the 
Press. 

A better understanding of t.he ('.onditions 
necessary to international peace and prosperity 
will mean a more sympathetic attitude towards 
the vital needs of nations. It therefore lies in 
the power of the Press either to strengthPn or to 
undermine the position of the League, according 
as to. whether it champions or challenges the 
League's cause. The greater the diffusion of just 

. and equitable ideas through the PreSB, the firmer 
will become the moral basis on which the League 
is founded. 

The Government of Japan therefore realises 
the manifest importance of supporting every 
movement towards concerted action on the part 
of the representatives of public opinion with 
a view to establishing better understanding and 
mutual respect among nations. . 

On the proposal of a Japanese Pxpert, the Press 
Conference adopted a resolution designed to prevent 
the publication or distribution of news items 
and of articles which are manifestly inaccurate 
or grossly exaggerated or w!llch wilfully mis
represent facts, and thereby to contribute towards 
international understanding and good will. The 
Press should be a real educational force making 
for international peace. With this object, and in 
order to give effect to the resolutions and 
recommendations adopted, the Press Conference, 
on the proposal of one of the Japanese experts, 
adopted a resolution that periodical meetings 
should be held. The Japanese Government itseU 
attaches great importance to the activities of 
the Press • and ardently desires to secure its 
assistance. 

The Japanese Government and with it the whole 
nation are a~tively helping the League in its 
endeavours to create in international relations 
the degree of moral confidence, national security 
and economic equity essential for the attainment 
of the League's final goal, which may be described 
in ~he words: "Peace through Justice". 

29. - GEt~ERAL AllRANGEMEtYr OF THE 
ASSEMBLY HALL AND POSITION OF THE 
SEATS OF THE DELEGATIONS: REPORT 
OF THE GEt~ERAL f.OllliiTTEE OF THE ' 
ASSEMBLY. 

The Pre~ident : 

· Tran•lation : The Assembly '1'1 ill remember that 
yesterday afternoon I mentioned some invPst.iga
tions undertaken by the General Committelj 
'1'1 ith a view to improving the general arrangement 
of the Assembly Hall and the position of the 
seats of the delegations. 

As I informPd you, the General Committee 
appointed a Committee of three members to 
submit suggestions. That Committee communicated 
the result of its investigations to the General 
Committee this afternoon. 

The General Committee suggests the following 
modifications : 

1. Some of the &Pats of the delegations will 
be moved so that all of them will face the President'& 
chair • 

2. · The available seats will be so distributed 
among the delegations as to provide a seat for 
each delegate and substitute-delegate, but the 
total number of seats for each delegation may 
not exceed six. 

3. The speakers' platform will be lowered 
by about a metre so as to reduce the difference 
of level between the speaker and the audience. 

4. The President's platlorm will be lowered 
to the present level Oi the speaker's platform and 
thWI will also be brought considerably nearer 
the centre of the hall. 

The General Committee recommends these 
suggestions for the Assembly's approval and is 
of opinion that they are the only possible 
improvements during the present session. 

Before next year's session, however, other 
improvements will be suggested and studied. 

As all the delegations are interested in the 
efforts to improve the present internal arrangements 
of the hall, I wished to give yolL the above details· 
regarding the recommendations of the General 
Committee in order to afford you an opportunity 
of giving them your support. 

If there are no observations, the modifications 
recommended by the General Committee will 
be considered to be approved by the Assembly. 
(Approrea.) 

The Assembly rose tJI 7.10 p.m. 

, _____ _ 
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